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Most respected and precious Heavenly Parent,
beloved True Parents of Heaven, Earth and
Humankind, I offer you my sincere
congratulations on the successful hosting of the
Grand CheonBo Festival and express my deepest
gratitude for receiving this appointment as a joint
regional group president of heavenly Korea.
For the past eight years, the providential course
conducted by True Mother, who has been
investing everything into it with life-or-death
determination, has touched the hearts of many
people worldwide. The induction of the 3,205
CheonBo families into Heaven's genealogical
record -- families who are like flowers
representing the victorious firm establishment of
Cheon Il Guk -- presented the way for humanity to
take. Now, through these families inducted into
the CheonBowon, the Blessing Ceremony on the
national level has come substantially closer.
True Parents' wish is to bring together all of
humanity as one massive family that attends Heavenly Parent and True Parents. I will invest myself
completely until all heavenly tribal messiahs (on the foundation of having inherited heavenly fortune and
blessings) can help achieve national restoration and ultimately usher in such a day.
In complete alignment with the providential advance to bring about the firm establishment of a heavenly
world and open the doors to a heavenly cosmos by 2027, I will do everything in my power to push and
lead the heavenly Gyeongsang nation to achieve national restoration by 2022.
True Parents are the only hope for humanity, which is struggling in a swamp of despair amid Covid-19,
while this nation is going through confusion from the breakdown of values. We will carry high the torch
of hope. We will attend and serve Heavenly Parent within our families and with our lives, testify about
True Parents, and create a heavenly Gyeongsang community.
The message of hope in the victory slogan of heavenly Gyeongsang citizens is echoing within our hearts:
"When a person meets another person, the work of heaven will take place. When a person meets God,
miracles will take place. When a person meets the substantial Holy Spirit, dreams will come true." All
citizens of the heavenly Gyeongsang nation offer their gratitude to True Mother for entrusting them with
hope-engendering seven-year course, and we are confident that the heavenly Gyeongsang slogan for
victory will be realized within True Mother's lifetime on earth. The heavenly Gyeongsang nation is
completely united with the substantial Holy Spirit. We will absolutely become a church of influence and
restore the heavenly Gyeongsang nation.

